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The nine heavenly bodies (navagraha), viz. the sun (surya), moon 
(candra), Mars (mangala), Mercury (budha), Jupiter (brhaspati), Venus 
(sukra), Saturn (sani), the ascending node (riihu), and the descending node 
of the moon (ketu), have been highly respected and venerated as deities up to 
modern times. They are believed to influence the destinies of human beings 
according to good and evil aspects in the individual's horoscope. The 
navagrahas are worshipped when passing through bad periods of life1l caused 
by unfavourable constellations. They are pacified at the beginning of specific 
rites to remove obstacles that might occur and to secure the full result of the 
rite. According to V aikhanasasrnartasutra ( = V aiSS) 4.14, one should not 
undertake a ritual without having pacified the heavenly bodies.2l The 
navagrahas are further worshipped to remove diseases believed to be caused 
by them. Their worship is able to cause rainfall; it also occurs in the context 
of the acts of black magic (abhiciira) 3). 

The present paper describes the following categories of rituals connected 
with the heavenly bodies: 

1 Pacification (santi) rites 
2 Religious observances ( vrata) and ritual worship (pujii) 
3 Ritual repetition of mantras (japa) and recitation of hymns of praise 

(stotra) 
4 Special Tantric practices. 

1 Pacification (siinti) Rites 

The most important ritual performed for the navagrahas is the 'sacrifice to 
the heavenly bodies' (grahayajiia/ grahamakha). This ritual, performed up to 
today and occurring at the commencement of all sarrzskiiras, such as investing 
a boy with the sacred thread (upanayana) and marriage, enables the 
performer to secure the fruit of the rite without obstacles corning in his way. 
Further it can be performed to counter the effects of unfavourable 
constellations in one's horoscope: "Just as armour protects from the blows of 
arrows, a pacification rite protects from the strokes of fate."4) 

The navagraha5anti mentioned in Yajfiavalkyasmrti ( = YS) 1.293-306 is the 
model of all siinti rites in the medieval ritual texts. It also appears in texts like 
VaiSS 4.13-14, Baudhayana-G:rhyase~asutra ( = BGSS) 1.17, and Matsya-
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Pural).a (=MaP) 93. These texts describe: 
1 different colours associated with the heavenly bodies 
2 the position of the individual grahas in the mm:u;lala of worship 
3 the procedure of worship 
4 special prescribed offerings. 

The following chart shows the colou,rs and directions associated with the 
navagrahas according to the V aiSS, BGSS, and MaP. 

graha colour direction 

sun red centre 
moon white SE 
Mars red s 
Mercury yellow (blue VaiSS) NE 
Jupiter yellow N 
Venus white E 
Saturn black w 
Rahu black sw 
Ketu smoke-coloured NW 

(variegated colour BGSS) 

The colours are significant when making offerings of flowers or garments 
to the navagrahas, as offerings made to individual heavenly bodies should be 
of the specific colours associated with them.5) The navagrahas are also 
represented in the ma1J4ala (cf. p. 3) by specific shapes made from their 
respectively-coloured rice grains. The directions mentioned in the chart pertain 
to the grahas when they are positioned in a ma1J4ala. In South Indian 
Temples the grahas are arranged around the sun occupying the central 
position in such a way that they do not face each other. The following chart 
shows this arrangement and the arrows indicate the direction each graha 
faces. 6) 

Mercury t Venus t 
Jupiter- sun t 
Ketu-+ Saturn~ 

moon~ 

Mars-+ 
Rahu-+ 

Easel 

North • ! • South 
West 

In the contemporary Mahara:;;trian practice· the grahamakha is usually the 
last item in a series of rites performed, beginning with: 

1 the worship of Gal).esa 
2 the declaration of an auspicious day (pu?Jyiihavacana) s) 

3 the worship of the mother goddesses (matrkii) 
4 the nandisraddha. 

The grahamakha begins with the ritual purification of a selected place on 
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which a ma7J4ala is prepared. The basic pattern of the ·ma7J4ala of the nine 
heavenly bodies (cf. also BGSS 1.17) is an eight-petalled lotus surrounded by 
circles and a square whose four sides are interrupted by T-shaped entrances 
(bhiipura). The heavenly bodies are represented by specific shapes: 

graha shape 

sun circle 
moon square 
Mars triangle 
Mercury arrow 
Jupiter rectangle 
Venus pentagon 
Saturn bow 
Rahu winnowing fan 
Ketu banner. 

Some of these shapes represent the characteristic attributes (iiyudha) of 
specific grahas; e. g. the arrow (Mercury) or the bow (Saturn). The circle 
represents the sun because of the similarity of the shape, while the banner is a 
characteristic attribute of Ketu as well as a depiction of the primary meaning 
of the Sanskrit word ketu. 

This ma7J4ala is prepared from coloured rice grains on the occasion of the 
'sacrifice to the heavenly bodies'. After each of the navagrahas is invoked into 
its specifically-coloured shape, particular fire offerings (homa) for each graha, 
accompanied by the recitation of mantras, are made. 
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These specific shapes and directional pos1t10ns are often seen on popular 
navagrahayantras which are used as objects of worship or are worn around 
the neck for protection .. 

A mmpj.ala based on a different tradition is recorded in the Mal).<;lala
sarvasva, a handbook on malJ4alas and yantras, printed in Purl/Orissa in 
19129). This text also describes the navagrahayantra called grahiibjamalJ4ala 
in which the grahas appear in a square divided into nine equal parts and 
surrounded by one bhupura. This malJ4ala is said to correspond to the 
ground-plan of the Natamandira of the Sun Temple of Kol).iirka. 

The following chart shows the colours and shapes associated with the 
heavenly bodies and their positions in the malJ4ala. 

graha colour shape position in the malJ4ala 

sun ? eight-petalled lotus centre 
moon ? half-moon sw 
Mars red triangle w 
Mercury yellow bow N 
Jupiter red circle s 
Venus white square NW 
Saturn black man SE 
Rahu ? sword E 
Ketu ? spotted serpent NE 
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2 Religious Observances ( vrata) and Ritual Worship (piijii) 

Vratas consist of practices which purify the devotee, such as sleeping on 
the ground, getting up before dawn, taking a bath, observing specific rules of 
conduct, performing the ritual worship (puja) for a particular deity, the fire 
sacrifice (homa), feeding of Brahmins (brahmaJJabhojana), and giving of 
gifts (dana). The piija often ends with the reading of a story which narrates 
the origin of the vrata and states the reward (phalasruti) which is gained by 
the performance of the rite. Vratas are described in dharmasiistra texts and in 
the Pural).as. The vratas consist of practices for individual grahas. To give a 
few examples: 

siiryavrata (Vrataraja [=VR], pp. 883,3-886,23) 
maizgalavrata (VR, pp. 914,32-919,4) 
sanaiscaravrata (VR, pp. 930,14-933,14). 

The navagrahas appear as surrounding deities (avaraJJadevata) in the piija 
of Satyanarayal).a, a form of Vi~I).U. This is one of the most popular piijiis in 
contemporary lndia. 10l Here Satyanarayal).a is surrounded by the eight 
directional guardians (dikpala) and the nine heavenly bodies. The seventeen 
deities are represented by areca nuts which are arranged in a shallow dish 
filled with rice (piirJJapatra) and are placed on top of a vessel (kalasa). 
V arul).a, as deity of the water in the vessel, is invoked along with Gal).apati 
( = Gal).esa), Durga, the 'guardian of the field' (~etrapala), and the 'house 
protector' (vasto~pati). These deities belong to the group of 'guardian deities 
of the sacrifice' (kratusa'Y(lrak~akadevata). 

NORTH 

EAST 

SUN VARUNA II 

SATYANARAYANA 

WEST 
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The deity V arul).a occurs twice in the ma1Jqala: once as deity of the vessel, 
placed in the centre, and once as guardian of the Western direction. The 
worship of the heavenly bodies and the directional guardians as well as the 
group of 'guardian deities of the sacrifice' is intended to remove obstacles and 
secure protection from all sides. 

3 Ritual Repetition of mantras (japa) and Recitation of Hymns of 
Praise (stotra) 

A mantra is a combination of letters believed to be of divine ongm and 
transmitted by a preceptor to a disciple in an initiation rituaL Its repetition to 
produce a cumulative stream of energy is called japa. Japa of mantras, which 
are often the names of deities, is a common practice in Hinduism. The 
mantras for the navagrahas may come from the Vedic literature or the 
Pural).as. The Vedic mantras can only be recited by members of the three 
castes; Brahmins, K:;;atriyas, and V aisyas. Their selection differs a little 
according to the tradition to which one belongs. Thus YS 1.298 and MaP 
93.33 prescribe the mantra B.gveda 1.35.2 for the worship of the sun, while 
VaiSS 4.14 "employs Taittiriya-Sarp.hita 3.4.11.2 in its place. At first sight the 
selection of the Vedic mantras seems accidental. However, 'a closer examina
tion of recited mantras reveals that there is a long tradition for their employ
ment in specific contexts, ·and that their employment is quite meaningful and 
appropriate in many cases. 

The mantras from the Pural).ic literature usually consist of single verses 
taken from hymns of praise (stotra) to the navagrahas. These stotras are 
ascribed to Pural).aS. There are numerous stotras which are popularly recited 
to pacify the heavenly bodies. The Navagrahastotra attributed to Vyasa11l is 
well known in Mahara:;;tra today. It dates back to the 16th cent. as indicated 
by its occurrence in the Nityacarapradipa 1, pp. 515,5-516,13 and the 
Vidyarl).avatantra 2, p. 747,5-747,17. Each of the nine stanzas in the stotra 
describes and praises one of the heavenly bodies. These mantras can be 
recited separately for a specific number of times to remove obstacles caused 
by the individual heavenly bodies. The number of repetitions is12l: 

stanza 1 for the sun: 7,000 times 
stanza 2 for the moon: 11,000 times 
stanza 3 for Mars: 10,000 times 
stanza 4 for Mercury: 19,000 times 
stanza 5 for Jupiter: 19,000 times 
stanza 6 for Venus: 6,000 times 
stanza 7 for Saturn: 23,000 times 
stanza 8 for Rahu: 18,000 times 
stanza 9 for Ketu: 17,000 times. 
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4 Special Tantric Practices 

In Tantrism we come across an elaborate type of worship (pujii) which 
differs from the rather simple pujii performed by those belonging to the 
smiirta tradition of Hinduism. The Tantric texts give special mantras 
employed during worship. In a typical manner, the seer, who has visualized 
the mantra, and the metre, which does not indicate a metrical unit but an 
inner rhythm, are given. The texts also give detailed instructions for the 
visualization (dhyiina) of the heavenly bodies and their yantras. 

There is a procedure called 'preliminary ritual' (pura5cara7Ja) for making 
the mantras effective (siddha). It consists of: 

1 the ritual worship (pujii) 
2 the repetition of the mantras for a specific number of times (japa) 
3 the fire sacrifice (homa), preferably with substances thought to be 

liked by the navagrahas 
4 the offering of water libations (tarpa1Ja) 
5 the feeding of Brahmins ( briihma7Jabhojana). 

When the mantras have become effective, which is indicated by certain 
signs like extraordinary calmness of the mind, joy, absence of sleep, 
auspicious dreams, etc., they can be employed in special rites to achieve the 
fulfillment of particular wishes (kiimyakarma). Among such rites are the rites 
of black magic (abhiciira): attraction (iikar~a7Ja), subjugation ( vafikara7Ja), 
immobilization (stambhana), eradication (ucciitana), liquidation (miira7Ja), 
and delusion (mohana). The abhiciira rites in connection with the heavenly 
bodies are already mentioned in YS 1.293 and MaP 93.140-156. 

Some important Tantric texts dealing with the heavenly bodies are: 
1 Prapaficasara ascribed to Sarp.kara (chaps. 15-16) 
2 Prapaficasarasarasarp.graha by Girval).endra Sarasvatl (chap. 31) 
3 Saradatilakatantra by Lak~mal).adesika (chap. 14) 
4 Isanasivagurudevapaddhati by Isanasivagur.udevamisra (mantrapiida, 

chap. 42) 
5 Merutantra (chap. 13) 
6 Mantramahodadhi by Mahidhara (chap. 15) 
7 Mantramaharl).ava by Madhavaraya Vaidya (chap. 11). 

There is an independent treatise entitled Trcabhaskara (1708 A.D.) by 
Bhaskararaya Makhindra, an authority of Tantra, which elaborates the 
procedure for worshipping the sun. Surya is believed to be the healer of 
diseases and the bestower of wishes from very early times. This text 
prescribes the repetition of the triplet (trca) B.gveda 1.50.11-13 to cure various 
diseases. 

The navagrahas are an important but often overlooked area of research. A 
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detailed study of navagraha literature and ritual practices will contribute to 
the associated Indological fields of astrology, astronomy, iconography, 
literature, mythology, . ritual, and local traditions. Their examination is 
significant not only for the study of ancient Indian culture, but also for that of 
contemporary religious practices and beliefs. 

NOTES 

1) Cf. VaiSS 4.13: 
grahiiyattii lokayiitrii tasmiid iitmaviruddhe priipte grahiin sam yak pujayati. 

2) grahapujii1!l puraskrtya sarvakarma samiirabhed iti vijiiiiyate. 
3 ) Cf. YS 1.293: 

srikiimal} siintikiimo vii grahayajiia1!l samiicaret I 
vr~tyiiyul} pu~tikiimo vii tathaivii bhicaran ripun I I 

4 ) MaP 93.81: 
yathii bii1:zaprahiirii7Jii1!l kavaca1!l bhavati viiral}am I 
tadvad daivopaghiitiinii1!l siintir bhavati viira7Jam I I 

5) Cf. YS 1.297 and MaP 93.18. 
6) I have observed this arrangement in the navagraha shrine in the Kapalesvara Temple and in a 

shrine near Royapeetah High.Road, both in Madras. 

7) In accordance with the Indian tradition, the Eastern (and not Northern) direction is shown on 
top. 

8) For a description of this ritual, cf. DIEHL (1957). 
9 ) Cf. BONER/SARMAIDAS (1972), p. XL VI. The following information is based on the authors' 

translation of the relevant passage of the Ma~c;lalasarvasva on pp. 213-214. 
10) For this pujii, cf. BUHNEMANN (1988), pp. 200-213. 
11) For an edition and English translation of this stotra, cf. BUHNEMANN (1984), pp. 100-101. 
12) Numbers according to YOGESVARANANDATIRTHA (41970), pp. 387f. 
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